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Abstract

Background Subjective memory complaints (SMC) are

common among older adults, but it is unclear to what

extent adults with SMC spontaneously use memory

strategies to compensate for their memory problems. As

SMC may be a risk factor for memory decline later, it is

important to extend our knowledge about spontaneous

compensatory mechanisms in older adults with SMC.

Method Self-reported strategy use and observed strategy

use were assessed in 38 adults with and 38 without SMC.

Results Adults with SMC used more strategies in daily life

than those without. In the SMC group, memory complaints

were positively correlated with strategy use. Only in adults

without SMC, a significant correlation was found between

observed strategy use and task performance.

Conclusion Strategy use in older adults with SMC may be

compensatory in nature, but did not increase their objective

memory performance. Therefore, older adults with SMC

might benefit from interventions aimed at optimizing

strategy use.

Keywords Compensation strategies � Subjective cognitive

complaints � Cognitive reserve � Ageing

Introduction

Older adults with subjective memory complaints (SMC)

experience a decline in memory functioning, without evi-

dence for objective cognitive impairments or an underlying

neurodegenerative disease or psychological disorder [1].

Although the experienced decline lies within the normal

limits of cognitive ageing, it negatively influences every-

day functioning and quality of life [2]. Moreover, older

adults with SMC have an increased risk of future cognitive

decline and dementia [3], which stresses the need for early

intervention.

Many interventions targeting SMC incorporate strategy

training aimed at compensating for the memory decline [4].

However, it is unclear to which extent older adults with

SMC spontaneously use strategies to cope with their

memory complaints. To improve interventions, it is

important to gain more insight in spontaneous memory

strategy use. Memory strategies can be divided into internal

and external strategies [5]. Internal strategies include

mental encoding or retrieval strategies, such as rehearsal or

visual imagery. External strategies are memory aids sup-

porting memory function, such as using a calendar or

taking notes. Previous studies on healthy ageing have

shown that it is specifically external strategy use that

increases with age [6], presumably because the use of

external aids requires little cognitive control and can easily

be incorporated in daily life. In addition, adults with SMC

recruit additional neural networks during memory encod-

ing [7, 8], suggesting the use of compensatory cognitive

functions. However, to date, it is unclear whether adults
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with SMC also use more strategies in daily life and to what

extent spontaneous strategy use is associated with better

memory performance on objective tests.

The present study examined memory strategy use in

older adults with SMC and those without SMC. We

expected both groups to use relatively more external than

internal strategies [6] and expected older adults with SMC

to use more strategies than those without [7, 8]. Further-

more, strategy use has been related to education level,

premorbid IQ and memory performance [9–11]. Therefore,

in both groups, correlation analyses were performed with

these variables.

Method

Participants

The participants of this study comprised 38 older adults

with subjective memory complaints (SMC) and 38 healthy

older adults without SMC. All participants were aged

between 50 and 85 and lived independently in the com-

munity. Exclusion criteria were severe psychiatric prob-

lems, neurological disorders, substance abuse and objective

cognitive impairment. The participants with SMC were

recruited from three outpatient memory clinics in the

Netherlands: Radboudumc Nijmegen, Canisius-Wil-

helmina Hospital Nijmegen and Gelre Hospitals Zutphen,

in the context of an ongoing study on the effects of a

memory training. Patients were classified as having SMC

by a multidisciplinary team of clinical specialists. Neu-

ropsychological assessment was used as a supplementary

tool to exclude clinical diagnoses such as mild cognitive

impairment, dementia or psychiatric disorders. The older

adults without SMC consisted of community-dwelling

elderly who were recruited through advertisement and were

screened over the telephone for exclusion criteria and for

subjective memory complaints.

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants.

Education level was rated according to the International

Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) of the Uni-

ted Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-

sation Institute for Statistics (UNESCO-UIS). IQ was

estimated using the Dutch version of the national adult

reading test (NART). Memory complaints were assessed

using a 30-item memory complaint inventory on which

participants indicated the frequency of memory failures

using a 5-point scale [12]. Inclusion of participants with

SMC was part of a memory training study and was

approved by the Medical Review Ethics Committee region

Arnhem-Nijmegen (No. NL43519.091.013). Inclusion of

the adults without SMC was approved by the Ethics

Committee Faculty of Social Sciences (ECSS) at the

Radboud University in Nijmegen.

Materials

Strategy use inventory (SUI)

The strategy use inventory [13] measures strategy use in

daily life with two subscales. The subscale External

Strategies consists of 6 items and includes the use of

memory aids, such as taking notes or using a calendar. The

subscale Internal Strategies consists of 8 items and includes

mnemonics such as mental rehearsal or creating associa-

tions. Participants had to indicate how often they use a

certain strategy by rating items on a 5-point Likert scale.

Average items scores were calculated for each subscale.

Strategy observation task (SOT)

The strategy observation task (SOT) was developed in

order to observe strategy use during a memory task that

mimics daily life situations. Participants were instructed to

remember a story (21 elements) that was presented as an

audio clip. Story C of the Rivermead Behavioural Memory

Test (RBMT) was used for this purpose. Additionally,

participants were asked to spontaneously recall the story

exactly 5 min after the end of the audio clip. In the

meantime, they were instructed to solve basic math prob-

lems. The instructions emphasized that participants should

remember as much information as possible and that they

were allowed to do or use anything to help them remember

the information. A pen, paper and an alarm clock were

available within reaching distance. During the instruction,

music was playing in the background. The volume of this

music was preset at a level at which it was clearly

Table 1 Descriptive characteristics of sample

Variable Group

SMC- SMC?

M (SD) M (SD)

N 38 38

Age 64.24 (8.92) 67.45 (7.40)

Sex M/F 20/18 18/20

Education 3.60 (2.01) 4.34 (1.89)

IQ estimate 106.84 (17.83) 106.00 (15.83)

Memory complaints 60.11 (13.58) 79.16 (14.94)

SOT story recall 8.95 (4.30) 8.36 (3.95)

SMC? group with subjective memory complaints, SMC- group

without subjective memory complaints, SOT strategy observation task
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distracting, but making sure that all instructions could still

be understood. When asked, or at the start of the audio clip,

the music was turned off. Strategic behaviour of the par-

ticipants was recorded on an observation list. Examples of

possible strategies were asking questions about instruc-

tions, asking to turn off the music, taking notes or setting

an alarm. The total number of observed strategies was

calculated for each participant.

The recall of the story ideally took place 5 min after the

end of the audio clip. When participants did not recall the

story spontaneously 7 min after the end of the audio clip,

they received a cue. The SOT story recall score consisted

of the number of correctly reproduced elements.

Statistical analysis

For the statistical analyses, IBM SPSS 21.0 was used.

Alpha was set at .05 for all analyses, one-tailed testing was

used for directed hypotheses. Demographic variables of

participants with and without SMC were compared using

nonparametric, Chi-square or t tests. Subsequently, a 2

(group; between-subjects) 9 2 (strategy type; within-sub-

jects) mixed ANOVA was performed with ratio scores of

the strategy use inventory as dependent variable. Further-

more, an univariate ANOVA was performed with group as

independent variable and observed strategy use on the SOT

as dependent variable. Finally, correlations were computed

to examine whether education, IQ estimate, memory

complaints and story recall correlated with strategy use in

each group.

Results

No between/group differences were found with respect to

age [t(74) = -1.71, p = .092], sex distribution

[v2(1) = .65, p = .819], education level (U = 890.50,

p = .072), IQ estimate [t(74) = .22, p = .828] and SOT

story recall [t(73) = .61, p = .544]. As expected, the SMC

group reported significantly more memory complaints than

the group without SMC [t(74) = -5.82, p\ .001].

A significant main effect of strategy type [F(1,

74) = 18.41, p\ .001, one-tailed] was found, in which the

use of external strategies (M = 3.58, SD = .56) was more

frequent than the use of internal strategies (M = 3.19,

SD = .82) in both groups. The interaction between strategy

type and group was not significant [F(1, 74) = .41,

p = .523]. Furthermore, a main effect of group was found

for strategy use [F(1, 74) = 3.67, p = .030, one-tailed], in

which the SMC group (M = 3.51, SD = .64) reported

using more strategies than the individuals without SMC

(M = 3.26, SD = .72). Regarding the SOT, an ANOVA

showed no main effect of group [F(1, 73) = .05,

p = .411], indicating that both groups used the same

amount of strategies during the SOT.

Table 2 shows the Spearman rank correlations between

education, IQ estimate, EF, memory complaints, story

recall and the strategy measures. In the SMC group,

memory complaints were strongly associated with internal

and external strategy use. Those who experienced more

memory complaints also reported using more strategies in

daily life. These correlations were not significant in the

individuals without SMC. Education level and IQ did not

correlate significantly with any of the strategy measures.

The number of observed strategies during the SOT corre-

lated positively with the story recall score in the individuals

without SMC only; those who used more strategies had a

better recall score.

Discussion

This study examined memory strategy use in older adults

with and without SMC. Both groups used more external

than internal strategies in daily life, which is consistent

with previous findings in ageing [6]. Furthermore, the older

adults with SMC reported using more memory strategies in

daily life than the individuals who did not experience

SMC. Moreover, strong correlations were found between

the amount of memory complaints and strategy use within

the SMC group. Although none of the participants in the

SMC group had any clinically relevant deficits as measured

with neuropsychological tests, they may encounter prob-

lems in daily life tasks that require a complex interaction of

cognitive skills [14]. The increased strategy use may reflect

a compensatory approach, in line with recent evidence

showing that participants with SMC recruit additional,

compensatory neural networks for successful cognitive

performance compared to older adults without SMC [7, 8].

This explanation, however, is at odds with the finding

that observed strategy use was unrelated to the actual

memory performance in the SMC group, in contrast to

results in the group without SMC. Although further

research is needed, it could be argued that older adults with

SMC use strategies less efficiently than those without

SMC. Previous results indeed showed that older adults with

SMC benefitted less from a provided strategy during

encoding than individuals without SMC [14], suggesting

that they have difficulties implementing the provided

strategy.

These findings may have consequences for interventions

including strategy training. Since older adults with SMC

already use more strategies in daily life, the utility of

offering strategy training to people with SMC might be

questioned. However, our results also show that the spon-

taneous increase in strategy use in itself does not
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ameliorate their complaints, possibly because strategy use

in older adults with SMC is less efficient. An important

aspect of older adults with SMC is that they often have an

exaggerated memory-related achievement motivation and

experience little control over their memory problems [15].

Therefore, interventions including expectancy modification

and strategy training aimed at coping with memory prob-

lems in daily life could help older adults to optimize their

strategy use and gain more control over their memory

functioning. A limitation of previous intervention studies,

however, is that none included measures of strategy use

and subjective memory functioning in daily life [4],

thereby lacking information on the efficacy of memory

strategy training. Future studies should examine whether

older adults with SMC benefit from such interventions and

whether they are able to implement the strategies in daily

life.

This study is the first to examine spontaneous strategy

use in older adults with SMC. Measures included both self-

reported strategy use in daily life and task-related strategy

use using the SOT. However, the SOT was limited to

observable, mostly external, strategies during a memory

task. Future research should also include measures of

various internal strategies during encoding, such as sen-

tence generation or visual imagery [10], since these

strategies are known to enhance task performance.

Conclusion

This study shows that older adults with SMC may com-

pensate for their experienced memory decline by using

more compensatory strategies in daily life. However,

increased strategy use did not correlate with performance

on a memory task in adults with SMC, suggesting that the

strategy use in older adults with SMC may not be as effi-

cient as in older adults without SMC.
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